Overlooked asset
Stewart Kidd advocates a reappraisal of portable
fire extinguishers, providing a new outlook on their
value in heritage protection and beyond, in light of
recent developments

I

N 2008, the Fire Industry Association (FIA)
carried out a sur vey into the usage of
portable fire extinguishers, which showed
that 80% of the fires fought with them were
successfully extinguished and that in 75% of
cases there was no need to call the fire and
rescue services.
Sadly, the only time that portable fire equipment
generates any interest from the heritage sector is

when people complain about ‘ugly red cylinders’,
or the managers of properties bemoan the costs of
maintenance. Issues of competence and training also
arise and there are some organisations that appear
to believe there is no legal requirement to train staff
in the use of portable extinguishers where their staff
are told not to use them.
This article is intended to provide a new outlook
on the value of portables and suggest some ways in
which new developments can solve some problems.

Importance of training

Typical two unit fire point in a heritage building – note that the
fire door is wedged open!
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Neither the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order
2005 [FSO] nor its guidance documents (nor
the Scottish equivalents) provide any detail on
precisely how many people should be trained
in the use of fire equipment. The Department
for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)
guides suggest only that:
‘People with no training should not be expected
to attempt to extinguish a fire. However, all staff
should be familiar with the location and basic
operating procedures for the equipment provided, in

Heritage premises

Heritage staff training
Do heritage buildings need to train staff to use portable fire extinguishers?
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Article 13(1) of the FSO requires the provision of ‘appropriate firefighting equipment’ where this
is ‘necessary for the safety of relevant persons’ 1. (Scotland has similar requirements).
Article 13(3) a requires the responsible person (RP)/dutyholder to ‘take measures for firefighting
in the premises’ and 13(3) b requires the RP to ‘appoint Competent Persons’ and ‘ensure that the
number of such persons, their training and the equipment available to them are adequate’.
However, it is likely that your legal obligations could be satisfied by providing a basic ‘fire
briefing’ to all staff and volunteers and restricting ‘hands-on’ training to selected groups – fire
wardens, catering and maintenance staff, cleaners and security guards.
Where premises are sometimes staffed solely by volunteers, then advice should be sought from
the local fire authority or a competent fire consultant.
It has been estimated that a person trained in the use of extinguishers can safely and effectively
tackle fire four times the size of that which an untrained person can fight
available in any workplace – something perhaps
for the National Fire Chiefs Council to consider, as
central government appears wary of developing
any specific guidance in this area.

Equipment provision

Fire extinguisher training at the Schönbrunn Palace, Vienna
(an LPG training unit is in use, as real fires are not permitted).

case they need to use it. If your fire strategy
means that certain people, eg fire marshals, will
be expected to take a more active role, then they
should be provided with more comprehensive
training.’
Some organisations, notably in healthcare,
train all their staff in the use of fire equipment,
which is understandable given the risks of fires
in hospitals etc.
It is suggested that firm guidance be given
on the numbers of trained people that should be

Harden star fire grenade.

Before 1982, when the Insurance Tariff scheme
was effec tively outlawed, the Fire O fficers
Committee (formed in 1880) set out a standard
schedule of discounts that were available where
companies complied with good fire safety practice
in the provision of fire precautions, including
portable extinguishers.
Even the smallest premises were required to
provide at least two buckets of water or sand on
each floor. Alternatively, a single ‘new-fangled’.
soda acid portable would be acceptable. The Tariff
companies gave significant discounts for premises
which were of fire resistive construction or fitted
with sprinklers. Hose reels were also listed as
qualifying for discounts.
The country house fire was a common
phenomenon and many large properties were

Water extinguishers – these types were in use from the1880s
until the 1960s.
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This requires a substantial amount of training and/or experience to make any sense and it would not be helpful in an emergency.

seriously damaged over the years – it has been
estimated that between 1850 and 1950, more
t ha n 500 m a n s i o n s o r co u ntr y h o u s e s we re
destroyed or seriously damaged by fire. Given
that, prior to 1939, the provision of fire brigades
in country areas was somewhat basic, property
owners resor ted to a wide range of ‘first aid’
firefighting equipment, including the infamous
‘ f i r e g r e n a d e’, w h i c h o r i g i n a l l y c o n t a i n e d
saline water but which in its latter days was
filled with carbon tetrachloride.

Multipurpose firefighting
The general prohibitions on the use of BCF
(Bromochlorodifluoromethane) gas (Halon
1211) during the period 1992 and 1999 created
some unforeseen problems not only for the

Small BCF portable in domestic boiler room.
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fire industr y, but also fire safety managers
everywhere. The problem was that BCF was really
the only true ‘multipurpose’ firefighting agent.
While it may not have been quite as effective as
water in Class A fires, it would extinguish these,
and was safe to use on flammable liquid fires
and on fires in live electrical equipment.
Although an ozone depleter and possibly
technically ‘illegal’ to use, there are probably
many such units still in cars, caravans, boats
and private homes. BCF is still used in aircraft
and for military purposes.
Givi ng up B C F resulted i n si gni f ic ant
problems for fire safety managers and led
to the convention that in most workplaces,
t he p rovisi o n o f water ex t inguisher s was
supplemented by small carbon dioxide units
intended for use on ‘electrical fires’. Sometimes
an overzealous salesman would propose
a combination of dr y powder and carbon
dioxide. Certainly, this is safe to use on live
electrical equipment, but a real problem in some
environments. In one well documented case,
which resulted in litigation, the clean up costs
of the malicious discharge of one 6kg of dry
powder extinguisher exceeded £240,000.
This, of course, is one very good reason
not to provide dry powder fire extinguishers
indoors, and particularly in heritage or historic
locations. In fact, the removal of this type of
extinguisher has been recommended by Historic
England, Historic Environment Scotland 2 and
the Cathedral Architects Association, as well
as insurers such as Ecclesiastical.

Heritage premises

The real problem in providing multipurpose
firefighting is not just the additional costs
involved, but also the need for staff training
to encompass instruction in the selection of
the correct portable extinguisher and possible
liability implications if someone is injured.
In fact, the decisions to be made by fire wardens
or other staff are complex. The chart on page 32
shows a typical training aid given to employees –
it’s clear from this that there is no single portable
which is safe to use in all circumstances, and it’s
also clear that people do need to understand
the types of extinguishers available and the
classification of fires.
Even fire classifications have changed with
the introduction of the ‘wet chemical’ or Class
F extinguisher. It is generally agreed that this
is much safer to use on deep frying equipment
than standard foam extinguishers, which may
put the fire out but may also spread burning oil.

Impact on artefacts
No significant work was done on the possible
damaging impac t of firefighting media on
artefacts until 2006, when Historic Scotland and
t he R i ks a nti va re n co m m i s s i o n e d a rep o r t
from Norwegian consultant, Cowi AS, as part of
the European Science Foundations’ COST Action
C17 Project 3.
For this, 13 samples of materials were
subjected to hot smoke and the different media
were applied. Results indicated that extinguishing
agents containing chemicals including foams
and emulsifying agents extensively affected the
surfaces of the samples.
Excessive application of water increased
mechanical damage to samples, and powder agents
resulted in considerable need for cleaning and
conservation. The cooling effects of carbon dioxide
caused damage to several types of material.
It is interesting to note that water, in the
form of mist, is the most effective agent across
the seven locations selected. In machine shops,
kitchens, electrical rooms and laboratories, water
is still the optimum agent, although the options
of CO2 extinguishers and Class F wet chemical
are mentioned.
To UK eyes, the most surprising finding is
that ‘water hoses are much preferable to manual
extinguishing in the less vulnerable parts of
museums or buildings’. While I have previously in
these pages expressed surprise and regret at the
widespread consensus to remove hose reels from
UK buildings, I had thought this (another) battle I
had lost. However, from the wider perspective, the
endorsement of watermist as ‘optimal for museums
and sensitive environments’ is important.

Water and electricity
I have long believed that the frequently expressed
concerns about ‘mixing water and electricity’
are greatly overstated and usually relate to a
theoretical possible risk of electrocution while
using a fire extinguisher or hose reel. Much of
the fear may relate to the demonstration of the
potential for conduction of high voltage at the
Fire Service College. I can find no records of any
actual injuries relating to the use of extinguishers
being incurred since 1945. The Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) records confirm that, since 1996
(as far back as its records go), none of the
fatal electrocutions recorded relate to fires
or firefighting.
The fear of electrocution presumably relates
to the use of conventional, nine litre water
extinguishers which produce a ‘straight jet’; if this
was to come into contact with a live conductor,
there is, it is agreed, at least a possibility that
electricity could be conducted back down the
stream to the person holding the extinguisher,
especially if they are standing on a wet floor.
As I said, I am not able to find any examples of this
happening and the HSE has confirmed that it is not
aware of any such accidents being reported.
That said, do watermist ex tinguishers
pose a hazard in relation to tackling a fire in live
electrical equipment?

Watermist portables
Portables using watermist have been available
in the UK for some 15 years, but do not appear to
have been promoted as widely as they might have
been. Apart from their widespread effectiveness,
they have a major advantage in that they have a
high level of dielectric safety.
All of the units that I have been able to
determine are on the market in the UK claim

Six litre watermist extinguisher.
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100 litre trolley watermist unit at Schönbrunn Palace; 1865 corridor engine and firefighting tools.

of sizes and contents, including foam and powder.
The manufacturers suggest that the units will offer
a 20 year life with a single service after ten years.
This suggests that there may be costs savings for
the whole life costs of the units.

compliance with a 35kV test and most appear to
claim that the units are ‘safe up to 1000V’.
There are a number of reasons why this
claim can be made. Firstly, the water is applied as
a ‘mist’, not a straight stream and, secondly, the
water used is of exceptional purity – usually being
de ionised.
Other benefits relevant to use in heritage
premises include the availability of units smaller
than nine litres which may be more easily carried.
Most of the suppliers offer units in one, three and
six litre units.
Examination of the effectiveness of the units
suggest that they provide useful ‘A’ fire capacity –
especially when considering the smaller capacities.
The three and six litre mist units also offer a 'B' and
'F' rating as well (see table below).
Watermist can also be generated by wheeled
units and backpacks, and in larger premises
these could be ver y useful in providing much
greater firefighting capability. However, additional
training would be needed to ensure the safety
of staff.

Locating portables
While extinguishers should generally be installed
in compliance with BS 5306-8: 2012: Selection and
installation of portable fire extinguishers: Code of
practice, it is suggested that some flexibility of
approach can be extended in the case of historic
and listed buildings. The standard suggests that
extinguishers should be wall mounted on escape
routes or assembled in ‘fire points’.
R efer r ing to t hi s requirem ent, H isto r i c
Environment Scotland’s Guide for Practitioners
No 7 4 suggests that: ‘… discretion should be
applied to such a placement. In most cases,
with the approval of the fire authority, there is no
reason why extinguishers should not be allowed
to be free standing or placed on purpose-built
bases. Equally, there is no good reason, subject
to the findings of the fire risk assessment, why
extinguishers … should not be concealed in
cupboards, wall recesses or inside panelling
provided that appropriate signs … are provided
and maintained and that staff know where the
extinguishers are located. ‘

Other developments
There are now longer life por tables being
marketed that claim an extended ser vice life
before any engineer maintenance is necessary.
The P50 extinguishers are available in a range
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Agent

Size

A rating

B rating F rating

Electrically safe

Water

9 litre

21

X

X

No

Dry powder

4kg

27

89

X

Yes

Wet chemical

3 litre

8

55

75

No

Carbon dioxide

2kg

X

X

X

Yes

Watermist

1 litre

X

X

5

Yes

Watermist

3 litre

8

13

25

Yes

Watermist

6 litre

13

21

75

Yes
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Watermist backpack.

Conclusions
Portable fire extinguishers can play a valuable
part in the protection of our national heritage,
especially in locations remote from the fire and
rescue service. However, the correct selection
of fire equipment and training of staff (and
occupants) in its use is critical.
The loss of BCF portable extinguishers
deprived workplaces of the nearest thing we

had to a universal firefighting agent, but recent
developments suggest that portable extinguishers
using watermist are safe for use in almost all
circumstances and are especially suitable for the
protection of historic contents.
Despite its clear advantages, it would appear
that the watermist portable extinguisher is not
being more actively marketed. One reason for
this may be that the wording in the 2012 version
of BS 5306 Part 8 is still very conservative in its
consideration of fires involving live electrical
equipment. The standard contains a note reflecting
‘national practice’ not to label extinguishers which
have passed the 1000V test as safe for use, but
only to mark those extinguishers which have not
passed the test as unsuitable.
Given that the independent tests carried out
in 2006 make it clear that watermist is the agent
of choice for fires involving heritage materials,
it is my view that FSH/2 – the committee responsible
for BS 5306 Part 8 – should commission (or BSI
itself should undertake) tests to determine whether
watermist extinguishers are safe to use in dwellings
and workplaces where voltages are very unlikely
to exceed 415V.
In turn, given the absence of evidence to the
contrary, it might be safer to provide watermist
in most locations
Stewart Kidd is a fire and security consultant with
a special interest in the protection of heritage.
For more information, view page 5
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P50 six litre Class F Wet Chemical (image courtesy of Britannia Fire).

This appears to be a wholly local requirement.
The Workplace Directive 89/654/EEC is silent
on training needs and only requires:
•
‘5.1 … workplaces must be equipped
with appropriate fire-fighting equipment
and, as necessary, with fire detectors and
alarm systems.
•
5.2 Non-automatic fire-fighting
equipment must be easily accessible
and simple to use. The equipment must
be indicated by signs in accordance
with the national regulations.’
See, for example, Guide for Practitioners No 7:
Fire Safety Management in Traditional Buildings
(2010); Teeman, D; Golden, S; Wilson, R; and
Woodley, V (2007); November 2007; National
Foundation for Educational Research.
Manual Fire Extinguishing Equipment for the
Protection of Heritage (2006).
Guide for Practitioners No 7: Fire Safety
Management in Traditional Buildings (2010).
The guide is an approved code of practice
under Scottish Building Standards.
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